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Take Your Drinks with You with The QuadBoss Boss Bucket Cooler 

 

Hitting the trail just became more fun thanks to the new QuadBoss Boss Bucket Cooler. QuadBoss is a 

leading manufacturer of high quality ATV and UTV parts and accessories. 

 

“The Boss Bucket Cooler is awesome,” said Sheila Bradbury, Brand Specialist for QuadBoss. “It’s a handy 

product that lets you bring your favorite drink with you and keeps them cold. And there is nothing that says 

you have to store drinks on the inside. You could also bring home the catch of the day if you forgot your 

fishing cooler!” 

 

The Boss Bucket Cooler fits any 5-gallon bucket (not included) and features eight pockets for additional cans 

or bottles when you need to keep your hands free. It also has convenient zippered pockets that allow for 

additional storage. 

 

“We are very proud of this new product,” continues Bradbury. “It was given a Powersports Business Nifty 50 

Award and is a great gift for yourself or anyone looking for a way to keep their drinks cold on and off the 

trail.” 

 

The QuadBoss Boss Bucket Cooler (P/N 156950) retails for $32.99 and can be ordered through your local 

Tucker Rocky | Biker’s Choice dealer. 

 

 

About QuadBoss 

Founded in 2001, QuadBoss started out selling plows and tire sealant to motorsports dealers in the United 

States.  With the ever-increasing demand for ATV and UTV product, QuadBoss branched out and has become 

one of the leaders in high-quality replacement parts and innovative accessories, currently working with 1,200 

dealers across the country.  QuadBoss is known for keeping the ATV/UTV community running – from 

recreational rider to rancher, all-terrain addict to outdoorsman, work or play.  QuadBoss offers a wide selection 

of tires, winches, trailers, replacement parts and more to make any ATV/UTV a workhorse or trail hound.  For 

more information, visit QuadBoss online at Facebook, Twitter and Instagram. 

 

About Tucker Rocky/Biker’s Choice 

Featuring the most powerful portfolio of parts, accessories and apparel brands in powersports, Tucker 

Rocky/Biker's Choice is the go-to supplier for retailers across the nation. In addition to an unmatched product 

selection, Tucker Rocky/Biker's Choice is proud of its relentlessly customer-centric culture and unwavering 

pledge to on-time delivery. Because of its uncompromising commitment to continuous improvement, Tucker 

Rocky/Biker's Choice has been earning the trust of the best dealers in the industry for 50 years. 

 

For more information, visit Tucker Rocky/Biker's Choice online at www.tuckerrocky.com or on Facebook, 

Twitter and Google+.  To inquire about becoming a Tucker Rocky dealer for Offroad products and accessories, 

contact the New Dealer Development Department at (817) 258-9255 or newdealer@tuckerrocky.com. 
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